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During a recent dinner party, my friends and I effused how grateful we were to hug after fifteen months

of lockdown. Amid lively banter, the words “Earned Optimism” leaped from someone’s unmasked mouth. A spirited
discussion erupted. Someone declared, “We’re either born with a rosy disposition or not.” Another asserted, “It’s how
we’re raised.” A third quipped, “It’s the luck of the draw, like Kelly, Miss Sunshine.”
“What? No, I’m not!” I exclaimed. “I appreciate the accusation, but I still have a long way to go. I’ve worked hard for my optimism,
though, and I don’t take it for granted because once upon a time, my relationship with life wasn’t so sunny.”
Just then, my eyes fell upon a bougainvillea in my neighbor’s yard, and I remembered when it took divine intervention—a burning
bush of sorts— to rescue me from my deepening despair.
I was about twenty-five and out for a jog when I heard a car approaching. The driver leered out the window, “Hey Baby, you
look fine in those shorts!”
They slowed to drive alongside me, “Hey Blondie, we’re talking to you!”
My heart raced as I cut a sharp left into a park, sprinting with unusual power where cars could not follow. But, a horrible scrape
of metal flipped my head around. The men were trying to drive into the park! Luckily, the curb wouldn’t allow the lowrider to
pass, and they sped off.
A montage of similar experiences flooded my mind, and I wondered if I’d ever feel safe. Suddenly, I was furious at being made
to feel like prey when I was out for a run, minding my own business. I’d been working full-time in a restaurant and had made a
second full-time job out of therapy, 12-Step Programs, and exploring every mind-body-spirit practice LA had to offer. But instead
of improving, my life was falling apart. On top of it, there was this! I raged at God for making the world so unsafe for women.
“God, if you’re there, I need a sign,” I tantrumed silently, “if you want to keep me on the planet, reveal yourself, NOW!”
Something told me to turn around. And when I did, I was thunderstruck … not by a menace but by the brightest magenta leaves
I’d ever seen. A glorious bougainvillea bush was hyper-bright, lit from within and twirling in the wind. This was no ordinary shrub
— I could feel it reaching out to hug, heal, and reassure me I’d be okay.
The breeze became warm and sweet. My worry about the men washed away. Buoyant energy swayed and danced with me, and
my arms rose as if tied to helium balloons. Tears of joy ran down my cheeks, like cleansing rain mending my punctured heart. I
wondered how I’d never before encountered this spectacle in all the times I’d jogged through this park. Did it just appear today…
for me?
I knew from the setting sun that it was time to go. I didn’t trust that the transcendent
feeling would stay with me when I left the bougainvillea, so I broke off a sprig to carry
with me. As I jogged, I was strangely thankful for being chased into the park so I could
collide with this extraordinary wonder. Mid-stride, I was struck still with the realization:
I’m just like them.
The glorious plant was a gift to behold with my eyes, but that wasn’t enough. I wanted
more. My soul had been so parched that I felt entitled to it. Without asking, I took a
piece, killing a little bit, hoping its life-affirming nature would fill my emptiness. I wasn’t
trying to hurt or traumatize it. To the guys in the lowrider, maybe I was nothing more
than a brightly colored flower, something resplendent to own, to claim, to take.
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The men and I shared the same pain, born of our mutual disconnection to God/Source/
The Divine, causing us to be vampires, taking vital energy that didn’t belong to us to fill
our aching chasm. We were acting in the hopes that our ‘thievery’ would bring us back
to grace. Strangely, feeling connected to those men made me feel better, not worse, than
I’d felt when I imagined them as separate from me.
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At home, I planted this bright sprig at the front of my apartment, then dashed inside
and opened my journal to record the insights I learned (and earned) from this bizarre
encounter:

1. We're at one with each other—the qualities we admire and the

ones we despise. Even though this can be a bitter pill to swallow,
it's also access to freedom

2. When we strengthen our connection to the Divine within,
we stop trying to feed our spirit without, in all the wrong places.

3. When we cultivate our own bright beauty, we become luminous

in our humanness. Instead of seeking to take, we become bringers of
light who make the world a more heavenly place.

With that, the spell was broken. The cloak of victimhood I’d worn for years—maybe
lifetimes—was finally, gratefully unraveled. In the decades since, I’ve had many
opportunities to put this ‘aha’ to the test. Although the road up the mountain is never
straight, this insight has proven itself, grown stronger, and ultimately crystallized in
my latest book, Luminous Humanness: 365 Ways to Go, Grow, and Glow to
make this your Best Year Yet.
Back at the dinner party, my friends toasted my burning bougainvillea and the notion
that earned optimism, like luminous humanness, is not a golden ticket for a privileged
few. It’s an equal opportunity endeavor for anyone willing to resist the seduction of
victimhood and let the blessings of their own burning bush alchemize their pain.
Even amidst the waves of a ruthless pandemic, we can cultivate radiant insights and
plant them in the soil of our hearts. We can demand our breakthrough, and reveal
our luminous selves, now.
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